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RightCrowd Asset Tracking
Secure your high-value assets and inventory.

Asset Tracking Made Easy
Could you use a flexible asset tracking application for

The solution automatically identifies and accounts for every asset
that has entered or exited a protected area without the need for
manual scanning or swiping.

transportable assets?

Immediately know that your assets are secure. The system

Transportable inventory and asset loss costs organizations

personnel, including where an asset is located within a facility or

millions every year.
Leading companies are looking for a flexible solution to know
when high-value moveable equipment leaves a restricted area
or facility. High-value or regulated equipment can now be flexibly

provides real-time asset movement reporting to security
when it last exited a protected area.
Assets can be paired with equipment or people and the solution
can be used to confirm the chain of custody of any asset.

monitored, tracked and controlled.

Optional integrations with security or visitor management systems

RightCrowd Asset Tracking is an asset protection system providing

departure.

an accurate real-time status update of all protected assets.

allow incident response teams to detect any unauthorized asset

Automatic Asset Detection

Asset Pairing

Detect assets as they pass critical checkpoints

Assets can be paired with other equipment

in the facility, with no scanning or swiping to

and/or people to maintain the chain of custody.

check in/ check out an asset.

Real-time Asset Status
Automatic update of the location and status of

Optional Integration with Security
Platforms

any asset, improving security at lower cost.

Security systems integration improves incident
response, regulatory compliance and asset
management.

Why choose RightCrowd?
Founded in 2004, RightCrowd is a leading provider of
compliance, security and safety solutions to some of the
world’s largest companies.
Our award-winning solutions are trusted by ASX 10 and
Fortune 50 companies and have helped businesses of all
sizes to redefine their security and compliance programs,
delivering improved productivity, at lower cost.

Features of RightCrowd Asset
Tracking

Experienced
RightCrowd has built up +15 years
of experience in automating physical
security, safety and compliance

Automatically record when an asset comes into or leaves a

processes.

protected area
Full chain of custody log when you pair an asset to a person
Automatically detect when an asset/person pairing is
broken
Integrate with other security platforms

Enterprise focus
We understand the complexities of
managing access control in large
international organizations. That is our
sweet spot.

Flexible deployment options
Capital efficient, as a service pricing model

Customer First
We are not a mass market product
vendor. Every customer counts, and we
want each product implementation to be
successful.
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